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1. Executive Summary 

CVE-2012-4969 is a type of the so called “Use After Free”
 [2]

 vulnerability, which occurs when Internet 

Explorer renders a HTML page. The function CMshtmlEd::Exec from mshtml.dll, permits referencing of 

previously freed object (CMshtmlEd) and thus allows an attacker to execute an arbitrary code through a 

maliciously crafted page.  

A real-world attack using the vulnerability was first appeared in a blog post
 [3]

 in Sep. 14, and a PoC 

code was made publicly available in the 18
th
 of the same month on the Metasploit website. Microsoft first 

reacted with a temporary patch – “Fix It” 50939
[5],

 then announced the official security update in Sep. 22
[6].

 

We suspected that the attacks using CVE-2012-4969 in Korea started since the PoC code was posted on 

the Metasploit website. Bitscan Co.’s PCDS system detected and confirmed that the malware distribution 

using the PoC code began on Friday (Sep. 21). 

This report analyzes CVE-2012-4969 along with real world attack samples that took advantage of the 

vulnerability. 

 

 

2. Description 
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1. CVE-2012-4969 

CVE-2012-4969 exploits “Use After Free” bug in CMshtmlEd::Exec of Microsoft Internet 

Explorer version 7 through 9. Use After Free refers to a software bug which occurs when a 

pointer that points to an already freed object is referenced. The detailed steps in which the 

vulnerability occur is as follows: 

① document.execCommand(“selectAll”) 

Upon the JavaScript code running in IE calling execCommand, 

CHTMLEditor::AddCommandTarget function adds a handler for the corresponding event to 

the CMshtmlEd object. Then CMshtmlEd::Exec function executes the event handler 

afterwards. 

② document.write(“R”) 

By calling the document.write function, an event that rewrites the HTML page can be 

generated. When this happens, CHTMLEditor::DeleteCommandTarget is called to release the 

previously allocated CMshtmlEd object. DeleteCommandTarget includes another function 

that releases the allocated memory space. 

③ parent.arrr.src = “YMjf\u1c08\u1c1c....” 

When a string of a size that fits the heap space allocated by the AddCommandTarget 

function is entered, the string is written to the memory space that had been freed in step ②.  

When the context of execution returns from the document.write function to 

CMshtmlEd::Exe, the previously freed object is referenced illegally. This is where the 

vulnerability finally breaks out. 
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Image 1. shows the location within CMshtmlEd::Exec that the vulnerability occurs 

 

[Image 1] 

The address pointed by the EDI register stores the string saved from step ③, and the call 

instruction executs EDI+8 which is 0x1c1c1c08. [Refer to the image below] 

 

[Image 2] 
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2. Attacking Code Description 

The sample attacking code is composed as in Image 3, and the brief descriptions for each 

steps is as following: 

① The first landing page player.html uses <iframe src=“*.htm”> tag to load different 

pages for different languages and different browser versions. For example, kr.htm is 

loaded for the Korean version of the browser, cn.html for the Chinese version, and so 

forth. 

② kr.htm utilizes Heap Spray to load the shellcode into the memory space, and loads 

iframe.html which actives the CVE-2012-4969  vulnerability  using <iframe 

src=“*.htm”> tag. 

③ The malicious code contained in Iframe.html releases the allocated object then 

reference the object to manipulate the execution context to the shellcode residing in the 

heap area. 

Section 2.1 provides more detailed descriptions for the attacking code in each page 

 

 

[Image 3] 
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2.1 player.html 

Player.html is the first landing page, it checks the Windows version, language, and IE 

version of the victims. As shown in Image 4, the strat function loads different attacking 

scripts for each language using iframe. The loaded pages have different payloads for 

disabling DEP, but have the same shellcode. 

 

[Image 4] 

 

2.2 kr.html 

Kr.html contains the code that actually performs the attack. As shown in Image 5 , the lines 

3 through 8 declare arrays(arrr) and image objects (img) and assign (src) values. The line 9 is 

intended to load iframe.html which causes the outbreak of the CVE-2012-4969 vulnerability. 

The rest of the script contains the shellcode that downloads an additional malware and ROP 

chain that is used to circumvent DEP. The payload assigned to variable vbc is the shellcode 
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that is to be “Heap-Sprayed” to the heap memory space, and myStr on line 27 contains ROP 

gadgets. 

As illustrated in Image 5 the heap memory address that contains the shellcode is 

0x1c1c1c0c, thus a pointer with a value of 0x1c1c1c0c need to be referenced to execute the 

shellcode when “Use After Free” vulnerability occurs. 

 

[Image 5] 
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2.3 iframe.html 

The Iframe.html page actives the CVE-2012-4969 vulnerability. When the HTML page 

loads, funcB is called to again call CMshtmlEd::Exec internally as an onload event. At this 

time, selectAll event causes onselect event to finally call the function funcA. 

When funcA’s document.write executes, the HTML page is loaded again, to call 

CHTMLEditor::DeleteCommandTarget, which releases the CMshtmlEd object. Then 

parent.arrr[0].src of line 9 writes the attacker’s string “YMjF\u1c08\u1c1c...” to the heap 

memory space previously pointed by the released object. Finally, the shellcode planted by the 

attacker (0x1c1c1c08) is executed upon returning to CMshtmlEd::Exec; The shellcode 

sprayed around the heap area is executed. 

 

[Image 6] 

3. Conclusion 

In this report, we analyzed how CVE-2012-4969 works and the sample malware 

distribution page which takes advantage of the vulnerability. This particular Zero-day attack 

showed that a simple bug like “Use After Free”, can brings about an formidable impact on 

web environment. Since there is no official patch for this vulnerability, we highly recommend 

restraining from using the particular browser victimized by the vulnerability. 
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